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With the ongoing rapid increase in both volume and diversity 
of ‘omic’ data (genomics, transcriptomics, proteomics, and 
others), the development and adoption of data standards is 
of paramount importance to realize the promise of systems 
biology. A recent trend in data standard development has been 
to use extensible markup language (XML) as the preferred 
mechanism to define data representations. But as illustrated 
here with a few examples from proteomics data, the syntactic 
and document-centric XML cannot achieve the level of 
interoperability required by the highly dynamic and integrated 
bioinformatics applications. In the present article, we discuss 
why semantic web technologies, as recommended by the World 
Wide Web consortium (W3C), expand current data standard 
technology for biological data representation and management.

Developing a data standard addresses two major concerns. The first 
is the content⎯what should be standardized, and the second is the 
methodology⎯how the standardization should be formatted. Most 
discussions about data standardization in life sciences have been directed 
almost exclusively to the former1,2. But the choice of the standard tech-
nology in fact conditions not only how the data are accessed but more 
importantly determines whether crossdiscipline content can be merged 
to allow systemic integration, which is the critical issue for omic-level 
studies of biological organisms3,4.

Furthermore, a data standard is more than just a medium to uniform 
data representation. By laying out the overall structure of relationships 
of the encoded data, a data standard will effectively define a schema for 
a particular area of domain knowledge. In this account, a data standard 
resembles the basic ‘form of intuition’, which, in a Kantian interpreta-
tion, conditions human perception during knowledge generation5. In 
addition, a data standard, once accepted, will become the lingua franca 
for the respective community. Indeed, linguists have long postulated 
that language is not a mere label but the very origin of thought6. As a 
recent study on the numerical cognition of a Brazilian tribe has force-
fully demonstrated, human cognition itself is constrained by the lan-
guage formalism7. Finally, standardization in the information age has a 
unique characteristic in that it is often carried out prior to or in parallel 
with technology development8–10. As history has demonstrated that a 

standard developed with incomplete knowledge could indeed hamper 
innovation11, additional care must be taken to ensure that a designed 
data standard can evolve and adapt to a changing paradigm.

The purpose of this article is therefore to discuss how the above issues 
affect the choice of methodologies to establish data standards. More 
specifically, the article aims at discussing the need and options to go 
beyond the currently preferred choice of XML as a standard technol-
ogy12 to represent biological data.

The limitations of XML
To help understand the problem in detail, a hypothetical two-dimen-
sional gel electrophoresis (2DE) gel experiment was devised (Fig. 1a) 
along with XML fragments for describing the location and shape of 
spot 2 in two markup languages⎯annotated gel markup language 
(AGML)13 and human proteome markup language (HUP-ML)14 
(Fig. 1b,c). The difference between the two XML formats shows that 
compatibility cannot be achieved by XML alone because the language can 
be used in more than one way to encode the same information. It may be 
argued that the compatibility issue would have never occurred if the two 
parties had agreed on a single standard. This is undoubtedly true. But the 
question is: ‘how can it be achieved in XML?’ In any scientific discipline 
data relationships are bound to change with the development of new 
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Figure 1  A hypothetical 2DE example. (a) An artificially created 2DE gel 
with two ‘spots’. (b,c) The description of the location and shape of the 
second spot is shown in AGML (b) and HUP-ML (c). Note that the two XML 
formats differ significantly in syntax and neither schema explicates the 
assumed coordinate system and the axis-aligned elliptic shape of spot in a 
that are necessary to make the XML codes meaningful.
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experimental methods. When such a change occurs, the standard must 
adjust to reflect the newly established relationship. Unfortunately, it is 
very difficult to define such an adaptive standard in XML. For instance, 
the concept of a virtual gel that underlies AGML⎯a catalog gel generated 
from a set of aligned real gels⎯is not supported by HUP-ML. To extend 
HUP-ML to support the concept would require an additional data item 
to be included in the original scheme. The task would appear at first to be 
a straightforward exercise because simply adding an optional attribute, 
such as “virtualGel_id”, to the original <spot> construct would suffice.

But such a simple request demands a nontrivial solution in real-
ity. First, the scheme of HUP-ML does not allow any extension of the 
vocabulary beyond the original specifications. This rigid requirement 
is not a design failure of HUP-ML, but instead it reflects the nature of 
XML. By restricting what type of data can and cannot be in what places, 
an XML-encoded message can be validated to ensure correct software 
operation. Of course, techniques such as wildcard or substitution group 
can be used to equip a schema with flexible extensibility. Use of these 
techniques, however, unrealistically requires the schema designer to 
anticipate all future developments of the experimental method. Even 
so, because no rule can be specified to restrict the manner of extension, 
separately developed applications are very likely to develop different 
‘dialect’ extensions15. What is worse, because XML-based applications 
depend on the correct document structure to operate properly, any 
structural change may potentially break the applications that support 
the original format. Hence, a simple extension will effectively create 
two different standards, defeating the original purpose of using the 
built-in flexibility to extend a common standard. An alternative solu-
tion is to group newly extended features into a new namespace. Such an 
approach avoids breaking the existing schema, but the newly extended 
feature is unlikely to be structurally cohesive with the existing ones. The 
<virtualGel_id> element, for instance, must be arbitrarily placed at a 
location that is not obviously related to <spot>. In this case, software 
design, instead of scheme design, becomes an integration project, and 
the incompatibility remains.

The difficulty of extending XML-based standards has prompted many 
standard designers to bulge their schemes to anticipate future develop-
ments. For instance, the gel-centric standards⎯both AGML and HUP-
ML⎯have designed elements to accommodate the possible inclusion 
of mass spectrometry (MS) data. Conversely, mzXML15, a standard 
developed mainly for encoding MS data, has designed a variable con-
tent holder for potential 2DE data. But because these standards differ, 
despite overlapping with each other in design philosophy, convention, 
techniques and even the required contents, merging 2DE data with MS 
data is even harder to achieve than merging the 2DE standards.

To say the least, even if the above integration difficulties can be over-
come so that all data standards can be unified into a single markup 
language, the resulting schema would be of no practical use. All data are 
inherently related with each other. To accommodate all possible relation-
ships, the grand scheme will eventually reach a magnitude that is simply 
too complex to implement.

Where do the problems with XML originate?
The above problem originates from the limited expressiveness of the 
XML language. This claim may appear to contradict the often pro-
claimed ‘self-descriptive’ nature of XML. But XML, designed as a lan-
guage for message encoding, is only self-descriptive about the following 
structural relationships: containment, adjacency, co-occurrence, attri-
bute and opaque reference. All these relationships “are indeed useful 
for serialization, but are not optimal for modeling objects of a prob-
lem domain”16. For instance, the relationship between the <spot> and 
<coord_*> of AGML tags is no different from that between <spot> 
and <dia_*>. But a computer algorithm must nevertheless treat them 
differently to develop meaningful applications. To calculate the distance 
between two <spot>s, an algorithm shall use the value of <coord_*>, 
but to calculate the area of each <spot>, it shall retrieve the value of 
<dia_*> instead. This simple example illustrates that meaningful data 
exchange involves two levels of communication. The first is at the mes-
sage level. At this level, data must be encoded and decoded in a standard 
format so that applications can know how to convert electronic bits 
into the data objects that a programming language can work with. The 
second level of communication is at the algorithmic level. At this level, 
the relationships between data objects must be explicitly specified so 
that applications can process the data accordingly.

XML is a language designed to standardize the communication at 
the message level. As shown in Figure 2a, the AGML schema describes a 
precise structural relationship between <spot> and its attributes. What 
appears to be missing is the description of the semantic relationships 
between nested content holders (Fig. 2b) that are required to invoke 
appropriate algorithms. Using XML alone at both levels requires a map-
ping of the domain knowledge to document structure. Considering that 
only a few types of relationships are specified in XML, the task is dif-
ficult, if not impossible, to achieve.

Figure 2  Data relationships for a spot on a 2DE gel and its XML 
representation. (a) The data model of AGML schema for a 2DE spot. Only the 
relevant elements discussed in the text are shown. (b) The data semantics 
of a 2DE spot. The semantics that can be mapped to the AGML structures 
are shown in solid lines, whereas those that can not be mapped but are 
implicitly assumed in AGML are shown in dotted lines. All these semantics 
can be made explicit by the RDF representation as discussed in Box 1 and 
modeled in Figure 4.

Figure 3  Graph model for an RDF statement. An RDF statement can 
be modeled as a DLG with resources (subject and object) as nodes and 
properties as the edge connecting from ‘subject’ to ‘object’.
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In its essence, a data interoperation problem is a communication 
problem and successful communication must use a language that is 
semantically transparent relative to what is communicated. As no single 
language has yet, or perhaps will ever, exist to establish the ‘universal 
truth’17, any language is only capable of conveying a particular portion 
of human knowledge as machine-processible information18. The diffi-
culties of using XML to exchange domain knowledge are therefore not so 
much because the language itself is flawed, which it is not12, but because 
it is semantically underdetermined for the topic to be communicated.

Semantic web technologies
What is needed for solving the above interoperability issue is a 
knowledge-representation technology that can explicitly describe 
the data semantics. Such technology⎯the jointly named semantic 
web technologies has been recently endorsed by the W3C as the 
technology to promote data automation and reuse in the web 
(http://www.w3.org/2001/sw/).

The foundation semantic web technology is the resource-description 
framework (RDF). RDF, as its name suggests, is a system to describe 

Box 1  Description of a 2DE spot in RDF

Document 1:
<rdf:RDF
    xmlns:rdf=”http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#”
    xmlns:cce=”http://www.charlestoncore.org/ontology/example#”>
    <cce:Spot rdf:about=”http://www.charlestoncore.org/ont/example/spot2”>
      <cce:shape>
          <cce:Ellipse>
              <cce:x-radius>1.1067</cce:x-radius>
              <cce:y-radius>0.6465</cce:y-radius>
              <cce:center>
                  <cce:Point>
                      <cce:x-position>5.2820</cce:x-position>
                      <cce:y-position>9.5478</cce:y-position>
                  </cce:Point>
              </cce:center>
          </cce:Ellipse>
        </cce:shape>
    </cce:Spot>
</rdf:RDF>

Document 2:
<rdf:RDF
   xmlns:rdf=”http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#”
   xmlns:cce=”http://www.charlestoncore.org/ontology/example#”
   xmlns:sup=”http://www.charlestoncore.org/ontology/supplement#”>
   <cce:Spot rdf:about=”http://www.charlestoncore.org/example/spot2”>
       <sup:virtualGel
    rdf:resource=”http://www.charlestoncore.org/ont/example/gel3”/>
    </cce:Spot>
</rdf:RDF>

The two independent RDF documents describe the same spot #2 (Fig. 1a). Document 1 describes its location and shape⎯the same 
information that the XML fragments of Figure 1b,c intended to encode. The content of document 1 corresponds to the graphic model 
(Fig. 4) composed in solid lines. Document 2 describes the virtual gel information (catalog information for spots that can be consistently 
found in a stack of aligned gels) for the same spot #2. Its content corresponds to the model graph (Fig. 4) composed in dotted lines. Some 
guidelines to understand the RDF/XML syntax are provided here. The URL links in this document are active and the reader is encouraged 
to try them. See also note at the end of the box. These two independent RDF documents describe a particular resource (http://www.
charlestoncore.org/ont/example/spot2), whose nature is defined to be an (http://www.charlestoncore.org/ontology/example#Spot). The “#” 
signals a fragment identifier by the definition of URI. The simplest way to view this URI is to think it as a “Spot” defined in “http://www.
charlestoncore.org/ontology/example”, which will lead to an RDF document. Within the retrieved document, another resource “http://www.
charlestoncore.org/ont/example/” is specified by <rdfs:isDefinedBy>. It is important to understand the difference among the three types of 
documents encountered so far in this report. (i) The RDF documents presented in this Box. (ii) The document retrieved from “.../ontology/
example” and (iii) the document retrieved from “.../ont/example”. Document (i) contains representations of particular data instances; 
document (ii) is the standard in RDF and document (iii) is a convenient description of (ii) using a natural language (English). The key 
difference between (ii) and (iii) is that the former is intended for machine, whereas the later is for human comprehension. Nevertheless, 
according to the specification of RDF, document (iii) is neither required to be retrievable, nor to be in a human comprehensible form. The 
lack of such a document, however, will make an open standard effectively closed. It is to the authors’ belief that it is the best practice to 
make both (ii) and (iii) a requirement of practical implementations of RDF.

NOTE: All URIs formatted as URLs contain live documents to provide the reader with a interactive and syntactically consistent 
illustration. The contents of those documents are also provided as Supplementary Notes.
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resources. RDF has a very simple yet elegant data model that can be 
summed up in one sentence: everything is a resource that connects 
with other resources via properties. A resource, according to the RDF 
primer19, “is anything that is identifiable by a uniform resource identifier 
(URI) reference”. A property is also a resource but used to describe the 
relationship between resources.

The basic information unit in RDF is an RDF statement in the form 
of ‘(subject, property, object)’. Each RDF statement can be modeled as 
a graph comprising two nodes connected by a directed arc (Fig. 3). A 
set of such graphs can jointly form a directed labeled graph (DLG) that 
can in theory model most, if not all, domain knowledge. For instance, 
the RDF graph shown in Figure 4 can be used to describe the example 
“spot #2”.

As a graph, the RDF model is oblivious to both syntax and seman-
tics. But an RDF model can be serialized in the syntax of either XML20, 
or N3 (ref. 21) or even a specialized graphical notation language such 
as DLG2 (ref. 22). The semantics of an RDF model, on the other 
hand, are obtained via reference to RDF schema language (RDFS)23 
and ontology web language (OWL)24. RDFS and OWL are two other 
semantic web technologies. Both languages are layered on top of RDF 
to offer support for inference and axiom⎯two features that make 
semantic web technologies a departure from data representation 
toward knowledge representation25.

Data and data standards in semantic web
To obtain a thorough comprehension of the semantic web technology, 
the same information provided in the earlier XML example (Fig. 1) 
has been described in RDF (document 1 in Box 1). Comparing RDF 
with XML reveals three important differences.

First is the use of data standards. A data standard in semantic web will 
be referred to as an ontology, which is a knowledge representation term 
defined as “a specification of a conceptualization”26 or more specifi-
cally as “an engineering artifact to describe a certain reality, plus a set 
of explicit assumptions regarding the intended meaning of the vocabu-
lary words”27. An ontology in this context is a dictionary, formulated 
in certain syntax, to embody concepts of a domain-specific knowledge. 
The RDF in ’document 1‘ uses one such user-defined ontology (http://
www.charlestoncore.org/ontology/example). Unlike the namespaces in 
XML, which ultimately are unique character strings for grouping related 
concepts, the ontology URI in RDF must be retrievable. Following the 
ontology defined above, for example, will lead to an RDF document, in 
which the concepts and usage of “Spot”, “Ellipse”, “Point”, “shape” and 
“center”, among others, are defined.

The second difference of RDF is that the description of semantic 
relationship is explicit. Instead of using a combination of document 
structure and tag names to infer the shape of spot #2 as in XML, RDF 
explicitly states that the resource “http://www.charlestoncore.org/ont/
example/spot2” is a “cce:Spot”, whose “cce:shape” is an “cce:Ellipse”, 
“cce:x-radius” is 1.1067 and “cce:y-radius” is 0.6465.

The third difference in RDF is that the unique identifier attri-
bute used in XML is no longer needed. This is due to the fact that 
resource in RDF has a URI by definition. It is important to note that 
using a URI in RDF is fundamentally different from using unique 
identifiers in XML because the uniqueness of the former is ensured 
globally, whereas that of the latter is only guaranteed within a docu-
ment. The document-centric view of XML makes it difficult to refer 
an embedded entity outside its XML document. For instance, how 
can “spot #2” be referred to outside of this article? Therefore, to make 
information cohesive in XML, all data have to be included within a 
single document. The situation in RDF is different because using URI 
makes the physical location of the statement irrelevant. For exam-

ple, to supplement the virtual gel information about “http://www.
charlestoncore.org/ont/example/spot2”, another RDF (document 2 in 
Box 1) is sufficient.

Why can RDF be helpful to omic approaches to biology?
Three distinct features of RDF make it very helpful to omic sciences. 
First, the data structure that endorsed the RDF is a DLG. Because 
adding nodes and edges to a DLG does not change the structure 
of any existing subgraph, RDF does not suffer the unpredictable 
extension-induced change in data structure that hampers the adapt-
ability of the XML-based standard. Adding new information with new 
vocabularies to an existing resource is as easy as drawing a new node 
and connecting it to an existing graph (Fig. 4). Second, RDF has an 
open-world assumption in that it “allows anyone to make statements 
about any resource”28. Furthermore, RDF is monotonic in that new 
statements neither change nor negate the validity of previous asser-
tions, making it particularly suitable in an academic environment, in 
which consensus and disagreement about the same resources have a 
useful coexistence that needs to be formally recorded. At last, all RDF 
terms share a global naming scheme in URI, making distributed data 
and ontologies possible.

The combined effect of global naming, universal data structure and 
open-world assumption is that resources exist independently but can 
be readily linked with little, if any, precoordination. For instance, the 
RDF in “document 2” (Box 1) not only provides additional infor-
mation about spot #2, but it also uses a vocabulary “(http://www.
charlestoncore.org/ontology/supplement#virtualGel)” that was not 
previously defined in “http://www.charlestoncore.org/ontology/
example”. The decoupled nature of RDF makes it a natural choice for 
defining an omic standard. The essence of omic science resides in its 
‘holistic’ description of the subject of interest, and RDF makes it pos-
sible to connect all omic-specific data as a whole without necessarily 
turning them into a “whole”.

Figure 4  An RDF model for a spot on a 2DE gel. The graph in solid 
line illustrates an RDF model for a protein spot on a gel, and the graph 
in dotted line shows how to extend original model with an additional 
statement. The namespace “cce” refers to the example ontology defined 
in “http://www.charlestoncore.org/ontology/example”, whereas “exp” 
refers to the supplement ontology defined in “http://www.charlestoncore.
org/ontology/supplement”. The “…spot2” and “…gel3” are shorthand 
for the URI of “http://www.charlestoncore.org/ont/example/spot2” and 
“http://www.charlestoncore.org/ont/example/gel3”, respectively. The 
nodes without labels indicate blank nodes. To keep the graph as simple 
as possible, not all relationships are shown such as the domain and range 
of all properties of the example ontology. See Box 1 for an illustration of 
two independent RDF documents using this model to provide information 
about the spot.
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Discussion
Just as any evolving new technology, RDF is not without issues. One par-
ticular problem of RDF is the vagueness of  “resource” definition. When 
using a universal resource locator (URL)⎯instead of a URI⎯to repre-
sent resources of multiple dimensionalities, an “identity crisis” occurs29. 
The philosophical argument of what a URI represents is beyond the 
scope of this discussion30. In practice, the problem can be conveniently 
avoided by using the proposed life science identifier (LSID; http://www.
omg.org/cgi-bin/doc?dtc/04-05-01). Because LSID is designed to couple 
a naming scheme with a data-retrieving framework, the design deci-
sion can be deferred to the implementation stage, when the owner of 
the resource can decide in what dimensionality the resource will be 
provided, or if any at all.

Of course, bristling alternative ontologies may emerge at the initial 
stage of ontological development for a particular scientific discipline. 
But, as a field matures, it is expected that the ontology usage will con-
verge to the most efficient and comprehensive subset. The fact that RDF 
uses URI is in particular helpful in this regard. By assigning each concept 
a URI that can be globally referenced, RDF is immune to ‘dialects’15 that 
vexed XML-based standards. In RDF, whether an ontology becomes a 
‘standard’ is mostly decided by its usefulness for a community. Opting 
for technologies that allow elected standards not only fits the natural 
progression of science, but that of human language as well31.

It should be emphasized that, originated from knowledge repre-
sentation, semantic web technologies are aimed at ultimately furnish-
ing the current web with an inferencing engine. The usefulness of 
ontology is nonetheless independent of the availability of such an engine. 
First and foremost, the use of an ontology is to provide a lexicon. In 
this regard, RDF, by operating at semantic level, offers a uniform data 
representation medium that permits system interoperability through 
shared ontology32.

Although the road to this vision is yet to be cleared, the life sciences 
community has already started moving in this direction. For instance, 
the Microarray Gene Expression Data Society (MGED) has started an 
Ontology working group (http://mged.sourceforge.net/ontologies/index.
php) in an attempt to expand the concepts of MIAMI33 from MGED-
OM and MGED-ML34 into RDF35. Projects have also been undertaken 
to express terms of Gene Ontology (GO) (http://www.geneontology.
org/GO.format.shtml) and UniProt (http://www.isb-sib.ch/~ejain/rdf/) 
in RDF format. Last year, W3C sponsored the first workshop on life sci-
ences where many topics and issues have been discussed36. Supporting 
tools for RDF, even if still limited and unstable when compared to its 
XML counterparts, are increasingly available (see http://www.w3.org/
RDF/). What is now missing is a broader awareness of the fundamental 
XML conundrum and a clearer comprehension of the RDF technology 
among life scientists, such that they can participate more effectively in 
advancing the representation of their own domain expertise⎯a void 
this article hopes to assist filling.

Note: Supplementary information is available on the Nature Biotechnology website.
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